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A.   Introduc�on to the SVIA.   Introduc�on to the SVIA.   Introduc�on to the SVI

Strategic Vision Ins�tute (SVI) is an autonomous, mul�disciplinary and non-

governmental ins�tu�on established in January 2013. It is a non-commercial 

organiza�on managed by a Governing Body under a Chairperson and administered by a 

President / Execu�ve Director.

 SVI aims to promote strategic foresight on issues of na�onal and interna�onal 

import through dispassionate, impar�al, and independent research, analyses, and 

studies. SVI serves as a forum for discussion, delibera�on and debate from diverse 

perspec�ves. The primary focus of the SVI is to provide a framework for professional 

exper�se, doctrinal wisdom and vision that is indispensable for discreet decision-making 

and policy formula�on. Its ini�al focus has been to address poli�co-economic, 

diploma�c, military and strategic dimensions of policies. 

 The ra�onale of the SVI originates from the impera�ve of cul�va�ng adequate 

professional exper�se to cope with the increasingly complex strategic environment for 

na�onal, regional and interna�onal security.

 SVI works on the premise that the con�nually changing nature and dynamics of 

strategic environment and interna�onal poli�cs, rapid technological developments and 

revolu�on in military affairs engenders new paradigms of statecra�, global compe��on 

and security. It points to an absolute necessity for exercising prudence in policy planning, 

ingenuity in doctrinal ar�cula�on and proficiency in policy implementa�on. Strategic 

vision is inevitable in order to exist beyond ins�nc�ve survival:  instead one with dignity, 

sovereign integrity and na�onal honor.    

1. SVI Objec�ves

Objec�ves of the SVI are formulated from a long-term perspec�ve and are designed to 

offer analyses, research and studies in the following fields: 

      Strategic, Security and Policy Studies.
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Nuclear Studies: Nuclear Power and Policy, Safety and Security, Nuclear Doctrines 

and Deterrence, Arms Control, Disarmament and Non-Prolifera�on.

      Regional Peace, Security and Interna�onal Stability.

      CPEC, OBOR and China-Pakistan Rela�ons

      Energy Studies: Conven�onal, Nuclear and Non-Conven�onal 

(Alternate/Renewable sources of Energy, Solar/Wind etc.) Sources.

Strategic Communica�ons, Informa�cs and Mass Media Studies.

·     Development Studies.

·     Educa�on and Literacy.

·     Promo�ng respect and support for adherence to Cons�tu�on, Democracy,    

Fundamental Rights, Protec�on of the Underprivileged Persons, Women and 

Children, through Advocacy and Campaigns.

·     Governance, Poverty Allevia�on, Health and Social Welfare.

·     Culture, Heritage and Arts Studies.

·     Capacity Building and Ins�tu�onal Development.

However, the ini�al focus of the SVI is on Media, Energy, Nuclear, Security and 

Strategic Policy Studies.  

2.    SVI Func�ons

Produc�on and promo�on of literature to support the SVI objec�ves through 

research, analyses, and studies: wri�ngs, journals/magazines and books, organizing 

training workshops, seminars/conferences, carrying out analysis, consultancy and 

projects/feasibility reports.

Dissemina�on of literature through a variety of available print, electronic and other 

mediums, except when any contractual obliga�ons require otherwise.

Undertaking development projects at community, na�onal and interna�onal levels: 

carrying out projects, study/feasibility reports and consultancies in all the above 

fields.

Se�ng up educa�onal facili�es: teaching/training and research through academic 

ins�tu�ons if it became feasible at some later stage.

Development of database: (Data Collec�on, Processing, Analyses and Policy 

Recommenda�ons). 

Building a be�er understanding of policies and ac�ons that are not portrayed in their 

en�rety on interna�onal media. 
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B.   Year 2019: A ReviewB.   Year 2019: A ReviewB.   Year 2019: A Review

1. SVI Academic Pursuits

For the past seven years, the SVI has stayed commi�ed to maintaining its reputa�on of 

producing an excellent impact and output. The year 2019 witnessed one of the major 

scholas�c contribu�ons of the SVI in the form of a book �tled CPEC: A Precursor to 

Regional Economic Growth and Stability. Throughout the year, its top front publica�on, 

monthly electronic journal, SVI Foresight was distributed invariably on �me in the first 

week of every month to a large and rapidly growing readership. It has also published the 

5th volume of its premier research journal: Journal of Security and Strategic Analyses 

(JSSA), a bi-annual publica�on. Other publica�ons of the SVI which include conference 

proceedings and reports were disseminated widely and regularly to the universi�es, 

research ins�tutes, and governmental and non-governmental organiza�ons. These 

publica�ons are also available on the SVI website. SVI scholars have also been able to 

contribute to the crea�on of an academic culture through ac�ve par�cipa�on in print as 

well as electronic media. SVI also remained involved with other Islamabad based 

organiza�on: AGAHI in prepara�on of a comprehensive document on Pakistan's State of 

Future Index as well as Global possible events by analyzing the trend impact and 

probability of occurrence of more than 250 variables. It was a purely voluntary 

contribu�on and pursuit to iden�fy plausible future developments that would have an 

impact on the wellbeing of the people of Pakistan. 

 SVI held one interna�onal conference on “Pakistan-Russia Strategic Rela�ons: 

Prospects for Coopera�on” with par�cipa�on from Russian experts, two na�onal 

conferences on “Nuclear Dynamics of South Asia” and “Peaceful Uses of Nuclear 

Technology - Pakistan's Achievements”, two bi-monthly seminars on “India-Pakistan 

Nuclear Tests Anniversaries: Shi�s in Nuclear Doctrines and Deterrent Postures” and 

“Kashmir Crisis: Poli�co-Strategic Dimensions and Way Forward”, and twelve in-house 

seminars during this year which included interna�onal par�cipa�ons from Japan, Russia, 

China, and Australia as well as high level diploma�c input from the Ambassadors of 

China, Russia, and Romania. The reports of these events of high quality academic and 
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policy discussions are available on the SVI website. The media (print and electronic)  

coverage of the contents of all these discussions have been well received and recognized 

as an important contribu�on to rebuilding Pakistan's narra�ve in the selected policy 

areas.
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C.   SVI EventsC.   SVI EventsC.   SVI Events

1. Conferences

A brief descrip�on of the SVI Conferences is as under whereas the detailed reports of 

these events can be seen at the following link: 

h�p://thesvi.org/conferrences-seminars/

a. Interna�onal Conference on “Pakistan-Russia Strategic Rela�ons: Prospects for 

Coopera�on”

In order to explore evolving areas of convergence between Pakistan and Russia, the 

Strategic Vision Ins�tute (SVI) organized a one day interna�onal conference on 

“Pakistan-Russia Strategic Rela�ons: Prospects for Coopera�on” at Islamabad 

Marrio� Hotel on 27 March 2019.
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The conference maintained that the shi�ing alliances in the world require an 

understanding of the no�ons and contours of exis�ng alliances along with their 

poten�al to develop and evolve new rela�ons. It was iden�fied that Pakistan-Russia 

rela�ons are slowly but assuredly evolving to encompass the dominant reali�es of 

global poli�cs and statesmanship. These rela�ons are not confined to just one area of 

coopera�on, but include every facet of statecra� including military, poli�cs, 

economy, society and culture. S�ll, the strategic rela�ons between the two countries 

are the most challenging and most understudied of these tenets of statecra�.  Hence, 

it was felt essen�al for the comprehension of these rela�ons to focus on their 

strategic importance and vitality. 

 The conference further highlighted that Pakistan-Russia strategic rela�ons 

encapsulate the improving military �es between both countries. These involve the 

purchase of military armaments from Russia, the conduct of joint exercises and the 

professional training of Pakistani soldiers in Russia. There are joint groups of both 

countries to debate and deliberate the issues of strategic stability, counter terrorism 

and other areas of interest. Simultaneously, prominent threats to both states that 

include violent non-state actors and their footprints in Pakistan and Russia were also 

deliberated upon. In addi�on, financial and economic constraints were looked into 

which lower the overall dependence of both states on each other. 

 Over all the conference offered an insigh�ul understanding of the current and 

prospec�ve nature of the rela�onship between both states and was a�ended by 

Ambassadors of different countries to Pakistan, Professors and Lecturers form 

various universi�es in Islamabad and numerous illustrious personali�es from NGOs, 

Media and research scholars as well as military and civil elites. 

 The Chief Guest of the occasion was H.E. Tehmina Janjua, the then Foreign 

Secretary of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan, while the two Keynote speakers 

included H.E. Alexey Dedov, the then Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipoten�ary 

of the Russian Federa�on in Pakistan and Ambassador (R) Aizaz Ahmad Chaudhry 

(DG, ISSI, Islamabad). The conference was divided into two sessions �tled “Changing 

Geo-poli�cal Scenario and Prospects for Pakistan-Russia Rela�ons” and “Pakistan-

Russia Defence and Strategic Coopera�on”. The panel of discussants included Dr. 

Irena Nikolaevna Serenko (Senior Research Associate, Ins�tute of Oriental Studies, 

Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow, Russia), Amb (R) Arif Kamal, Dr. Yulia 

Sveshnikova (Consultant, PIR Center, Moscow, Russia), Mr. Hamid Ali Khan (former  
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Na�onal Coordinator, Na�onal Counter Terrorism Authority), Dr. Boris Volkhonsky 

(Associate Professor, Ins�tute of Asian and African Studies, Moscow State University, 

Russia), Mr. Khalid Banuri (former DG ACDA, SPD), Mr. Pavel Didkovsky (First 

Secretary, Embassy of Russia in Pakistan), and two discussants Amb (R) Zamir Akram 

(Former Permanent Representa�ve, Conf. on Disarmament, UN, Geneva) and Dr. 

Zafar Nawaz Jaspal (Prof. SPIR, QAU, Islamabad). The two sessions were chaired by 

AVM (R) Faaiz Amir, HI (M), S Bt, (former VC, Air University, Islamabad) and Dr. Zafar 

Iqbal Cheema (President/Execu�ve Director, SVI) respec�vely, while the Rapporteur 

remarks were presented by Lt. Gen. (R) Syed Muhammad Owais, HI (M) (former 

Secretary Defence Produc�on, MoDP).

Detailed report of the event can be seen at the following link: 

h�ps://thesvi.org/svi-one-day-interna�onal-conference-report-march-27-2019-

pakistan-russia-strategic-rela�ons-prospects-for-coopera�on/

b)  One Day Na�onal Conference on “Nuclear Dynamics of South Asia”

Strategic Vision Ins�tute (SVI) organized a one day conference on “Nuclear Dynamics 

of South Asia” in collabora�on with the University of Central Punjab Lahore (UCP), on 

28 November 2019. In view of the South Asian strategic environment becoming more 

complex in the a�ermath of Pulwama/February 2019 air strikes between India and 
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Pakistan, the region has widely been regarded as vulnerable to the threats of nuclear 

conflagra�on. This thinking is further reinforced by mul�ple crises that have taken 

place and have the poten�al to con�nue. The Kashmir conflict once again was 

highlighted as a nuclear flash point by the interna�onal community. Hence, the idea 

of the conference was to have a deeper insight in the evolving nuclear dynamics of 

South Asia.

 Speakers of the conference expressed deep concerns on the devasta�on that the 

nuclear weapons could cause. The ramifica�ons could be beyond imagina�on. It was 

reiterated that the nuclear weapons have a basic role of peace and stability only if its 

injurious implica�ons are effec�vely curtailed. However, due to overriding enmity 

between India and Pakistan and in the absence of shared security concerns, South 

Asia is becoming increasingly vola�le. The contradictory approach of India and 

Pakistan is keeping the insecurity alive in the region. 

 

 India, which talks of predominance, wants all the regional countries to phrase 

their foreign policies according to their dictates. It also enjoys the support of the US in 

this perspec�ve. Pakistan on the other hand, wants to take into account the sovereign 

equality through consulta�ve approach. It was maintained that this non-congruence 

with the peaceful co-existence could have consequen�al impact.  

 The conference stressed on the need for South Asian region to have effec�ve 

security restraint regimes while taking into account both conven�onal and nuclear 

power poten�al. It was suggested that India must be encouraged to address the 

causes of conflicts. India's dri� from its ini�al No First Use (NFU) policy was iden�fied 

as a worrisome factor. Similarly, another cause of concern has been India toying with 

its nuclear and conven�onal poten�al by maintaining the military pressure below the 

nuclear threshold. 

 The conference concluded that India and Pakistan need to work more closely on 

four areas: command & control, safety & security, nuclear regula�on and export 

control. Undoubtedly, nuclear weapons do provide security but may be vulnerable to 

cyber-a�acks.  

 Chief Guest of the conference was Dr. Hassan Askari Rizvi (Professor Emeritus, 

Department of Poli�cal Science, University of the Punjab, Lahore). Keynote speaker 

for the conference was Lt. Gen (R) Mazhar Jamil HI(M) (Advisor, NCA). The conference  
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was divided into two sessions �tled “Contemporary Strategic Environment of South 

Asia” and “Contemporary Nuclear Doctrines and Deterrence Equilibrium in South 

Asia” chaired by Maj. General (R) Qasim Qureshi HI(M) SE, and Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema 

(President/Execu�ve Director, SVI) respec�vely. Other eminent speakers included Dr. 

Adil Sultan (Director CASS), Prof. Dr. Rashid Ahmad Khan (HoD, School of Poli�cs & 

Interna�onal Rela�ons, UCP, Lhr), Dr. Rabia Akhtar (Director, School of Integrated 

Social Sciences, University of Lahore , Lhr), Dr. Ghulam Mujaddid (Dean, DASS, Air 

University, Islamabad), and Amb (R) Zamir Akram (Advisor, SPD). Discussant for the 

conference was Lt. Gen (R) Muhammad Ashraf Saleem HI (M) followed by Rapporteur 

remarks by Ms. Shamsa Nawaz (Senior Research Associate, SVI). Dr. Fehmida Sultana 

(Dean Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences, UCP, Lhr) also addressed the audience 

briefly on behalf of the university.

Detailed report of the event can be seen at the following link:

h�ps://thesvi.org/svi-one-day-conference-report-november-28-2019-nuclear-

dynamics-of-south-asia/
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c)  One Day Na�onal Conference on “Peaceful Uses of Nuclear Technology – Pakistan's 

Achievements”

Strategic Vision Ins�tute (SVI), Islamabad, held one day conference on “Peaceful Uses 

of Nuclear Technology – Pakistan's Achievements” on 5 December 2019 at Pakistan 

Ins�tute of Parliamentary Services (PIPS), Islamabad. The conference featured 

Pakistan's achievements in promo�ng nuclear technology for peaceful purposes. 

Speakers of the conference reflected on Pakistan's efforts in achieving self-sufficiency 

in the field of nuclear technology and how this has laid immense economic, strategic, 

diploma�c and socio-cultural impact on Pakistani society. 

 The effort was recognized as further contribu�ng to develop an en�re industry 

based on nuclear energy, materials and research beyond forming a key component of

Pakistan's strategic deterrent in a vola�le geo-poli�cal environment. It was iden�fied 

that Pakistan, already using nuclear technology for power genera�on and 

development is underway to induct two more nuclear power sta�ons to the na�onal 

grid by next year. Pakistan's decision to set up KANNUP-2 and KANNUP-3 in the recent 

years was highlighted in the conference as a consequence of the realiza�on that 

nuclear technology is a genuine precursor for a�aining energy security which is a vital 

component of the modern day concept of 'smart solu�ons'. 

 India, which talks of predominance, wants all the regional countries to phrase 

their foreign policies according to their dictates. It also enjoys the support of the US in 

this perspec�ve. Pakistan on the other hand, wants to take into account the sovereign 

equality through consulta�ve approach. It was maintained that this non-congruence 

with the peaceful co-existence could have consequen�al impact. 

 Some useful informa�on shared by various speakers of the conference stated 

that more than 30 countries of the world are using nuclear technology as a source of 

clean and sustainable energy. Though, in case of Pakistan, nuclear mix only forms 6% 

of the total energy produc�on yet it holds immense poten�al to contribute to the 

development sector. Already Chashma 2 & 3 are expected to contribute more than 

2200 MW to the na�onal grid and by 2050, and the plan is to generate more than 

8800MW from 32 nuclear power plants to completely address the na�onal energy 

requirements.  
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It was reiterated during the conference that Pakistan retains a robust mechanism for 

employing IAEA safeguards at its facili�es ensuring that the highest opera�onal 

standards are maintained to promote the idea of non-prolifera�on, arms control and 

disarmament. The nuclear regulatory authority of Pakistan, the PNRA, the SECDIV and 

ACDIS of MOFA are all dedicated to ensuring the interna�onal requisites of using the 

technology for peaceful uses. 

 The conference voiced the valid concern about a�aining the NSG membership, 

where Pakistan is invariably subjected to discrimina�on despite strong creden�als. 

Pakistan's diploma�c creden�als and commitments are unfortunately ignored. Due to 

the controversial power poli�cs played in connivance with the hypocri�cal and self-

serving biases by its neighbor India and the US together; even the development sector 

gets affected. 

 The conference suggested that the overwhelming usage of the nuclear 

technology in the field of medicine, agriculture and its environment friendly 

applica�on are immensely valuable for human development and Pakistan should 

remain consistent in its efforts to a�ain this status.

 

 Chief Guest of the conference was Lt. Gen. (R) Syed Muhammad Owais HI (M) 
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(former Secretary Defence Produc�on, MoDP). Keynote address was delivered by Dr.  

Parvez Bu� (former Chairman, Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission, PAEC). 

Conference was divided into two main sessions �tled “Pakistan's Contribu�on in 

Peaceful Uses of Nuclear Technology,” and “Nuclear Technology for Sustainable 

Development,” chaired by Prof. Dr. Zulfqar Khan (HoD, Strategic Studies Department, 

NDU, Islamabad) and Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema (President/ Execu�ve Director, SVI, 

Islamabad) respec�vely. Other speakers included Mr. Kamran Akhtar (Director 

General, ACDIS, MOFA), Dr. Syed Javaid Khurshid (Senior Research Fellow, CISS), Dr. 

Muhammad Rahman (Director General/ Chairman Secretariat, PNRA), Dr. Zafar Ali 

(Director General, SECDIV, MOFA), Mr. Anwar Habib (former Chairman PNRA), Dr. 

Majid Ali (Asst. Prof. US-Pakistan Center for Advanced Studies in Energy, USPCAS-E, 

NUST), and Amb. (R) Zamir Akram (Advisor, SPD). Mr. M. Rashid Mafzool Zaka (Senior 

Director General Research and Legisla�on, PIPS) represented the Pakistan Ins�tute of 

Parliamentary Services, while Rapporteur remarks were delivered by Ms. Shamsa 

Nawaz (Senior Research Associate, SVI).

Detailed report of the event can be seen at the following link:

h�ps://thesvi.org/svi-one-day-conference-report-december-5-2019-peaceful-uses-

of-nulcear-technology-pakistan-achievements/

2. Bi-monthly Seminars
A brief descrip�on of the SVI Bi-monthly Seminars organized in the year 2019 is as 

under whereas a detailed report of these events can be seen at the following link:

 h�p://thesvi.org/conferrences-seminars/

a)  India-Pakistan Nuclear Tests Anniversary: Shi�s in Nuclear Doctrines and 

Deterrence Postures

As part of evalua�ng doctrines and deterrence postures of both India and Pakistan 

and the impact of evolving nuclear security architecture, Strategic Vision Ins�tute 

(SVI) held a bi-monthly seminar �tled “India-Pakistan Nuclear Tests Anniversaries: 

Shi�s in Nuclear Doctrines and Deterrent Postures” on 28 May 2019 at Islamabad 

Serena Hotel, Islamabad. The seminar marked the 21st anniversary of Pakistan's 

successful a�ainment of nuclear weapons capability. Drawing on the unique exper�se 

of a broad range of defence analysts, former diplomats and re�red military officials, 

the event presented a unique insight into the prevailing dynamics of nuclear 
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deterrence and strategic stability within the contemporary South Asian Security 

environment. 

   Directed towards gauging the efficacy of Pakistan's deterrence framework, Dr. 

Zafar Iqbal Cheema (President/Execu�ve Director, SVI) requested the speakers of 

seminar to address the reasons behind India's decision to de-escalate tensions 

following the aerial dogfight with Pakistan in February 2019. He stated that Pakistan's 

response was quite effec�ve and credible but asked whether Pakistan's response was 

puni�ve enough to deter any future misadventures by India. These ques�ons thus 

formed the crux of the tone and context of the debate that ensued throughout the 

seminar, which highlighted the fact that the Indian airstrikes carried out in the wake of 

Pulwama incident were a clear viola�on of Pakistan's sovereignty and air space. It was 

in fact a clear act of war. India, however, has con�nued to jus�fy its posi�on by terming 

it as a non-military strike.

 The seminar emphasized that this was nothing short of irresponsible considering 

the grave ramifica�ons that ensued for the region's peace and stability. Even history 

has shown us that such events are extremely rare among nuclear weapon states. The 

speakers unanimously established that India's ac�ons, specifically the recent aerial 

provoca�on directly ques�on Pakistan's deterrence capability. This has also long 

beenbeen rou�nely employed by the Indian Army Chief and Prime Minister Modi. 

From Pakistan however, no statements regarding Pakistan's nuclear doctrine or 

posture have been made at the official level such as those that were made almost a 

decade earlier by  Lt. Gen. (R) Khalid Ahmed Kidwai HI(M) (Advisor to the NCA and 

former DG SPD). It was emphasized that Pakistan needs to change this approach. 

India's statements on its nuclear posturing need to be responded directly at the 

appropriate levels. While Pakistan has been sending effec�ve signals in terms of test 

launches and demonstrated its weapons' capabili�es, India's provoca�ons in terms of 

its doctrinal dri� also need to be responded directly. These shi�s are evident in India's 

strategic emphasis on pre-emp�on, counterforce and Ballis�c Missile Defense 

systems, all of which have altered the region's strategic balance.  

 Hence, the seminar addressed an important ques�on i.e. to what extent is 

Pakistan capable of addressing these shi�s in India's nuclear doctrine and the threats 

that subsequently emerge from it. Ra�onale for Pakistan's augmenta�on of weapons' 

capabili�es was established by highligh�ng the fact that India has been directly 

copying the US' Post-Cold War deterrence model. In the same vein, just like Russia was 
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s�ll dependent on MAD type deterrence in the face of US' pressure then, Pakistan too 

is dependent on the same doctrinal outlook in the face of India's shi�ing posture now. 

Pakistan's development of MIRVs and other related capabili�es serve as clear 

examples of these dynamics and a ra�onale for Pakistan's capabili�es vis-à-vis India's 

provoca�ve disposi�on. 

 Some important takeaways of the seminar stated: Response by Pakistan on 27 

February2019 amply highlighted requirement of modern conven�onal weapons; 

conven�onal forces of Pakistan need to focus on quality rather than quan�ty; Pakistan 

needs to concentrate on cyber security, AI, and submarine launch missiles; Pakistan 

needs to acquire SLBMs and credible second strike capability; in the prevalent 

scenario Pakistan needs to review the adequacy of its full spectrum deterrence; there 

is no doubt that India is pursuing policy to establish hegemony in South Asia which 

cannot be accepted at any cost;  Pakistan should improve its intelligence, 

reconnaissance, surveillance and cyber security mechanism; keeping in view state of 

poverty in India and Pakistan, the leadership of both countries should concentrate 

more on economic development and wellbeing of their ci�zens. 
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Seminar's Chief Guest was Air Chief Marshal (R) Sohail Aman NI, HI (M), SI, TI. Other 

speakers included Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema (President/Execu�ve Director, SVI), Prof. Dr. 

Zafar Nawaz Jaspal (SPIR, QAU, Isb), Prof. Dr. Zulfqar Khan (HoD, Strategic Studies 

Department, NDU), Dr. Shakeel Ahmed(Post-Doctoral Fellow, Ins�tute of Air & Space 

Law (IAS), Faculty of Law, McGill University Canada), Dr. Rizawana Karim Abbasi 

(Associate Professor, Humani�es and Social Sciences Department, Bahria University, 

Islamabad), Dr. Zafar Khan (Assistant Professor, Strategic Studies Department, NDU), 

and Amb. (R) Zamir Akram (Advisor, NCA). The seminar included three discussants: Lt. 

Gen.(R) Talat Masood HI(M), SBt (Former Secretary  Ministry of Defence Produc�on), 

Mr. Khalid Banuri (Former DG ACDA, SPD), Lt. Gen. (R) Naeem Khalid Lodhi HI (M) 

(Former Defence Minister, Govt. of Pakistan). Rapporteur remarks were delivered by 

Lt. Gen. (R) Syed Muhammad Owais HI (M) (Former Secretary Defence Produc�on, 

MoDP).

The detailed report of the event can be seen at the following link:

h�ps://thesvi.org/bi-monthly-seminar-report-may28-2019-india-pakistan-nuclear-

test-anniversaries-shi�s-in-nuclear-doctrines-and-deterrent-postures/

b) Kashmir Crisis: Poli�co-Strategic Dimensions and Way Forward

A vola�le Kashmir under Indian subjuga�on with repercussions for Pakistan, region

and the world, established a sufficient ra�onale to hold Seminar and discuss the

ongoing Kashmir crisis in the evolving security architecture of the South Asian region.

Hence, the SVI organized a bi-monthly seminar on “Kashmir Crisis: Poli�co-strategic

Dimensions and Way Forward” on 14 October 2019 at Mul�purpose Hall, Islamabad

Club. Based on the presenta�ons given by the speakers, following are some of the

salient recommenda�ons: There is no likelihood that Modi will withdraw from

ongoing genocide in J&K or reverse his decision on Ar�cle 370; so far, Pakistan has

handled the Kashmir issue from the poli�cal, diploma�c and emo�onal point of view.

It needs to move from a phase of protests to ac�ons as a na�on and come out of the

self-complimentary delusions that the issue has been vitally interna�onalized; a much

more resilient and hard-core legal perspec�ve for Pakistan provides enough space to

operate further.

 An in-depth analysis of the mo�on adopted by India in the reorganiza�on act and

the presiden�al order suggests that: Ar�cle 370 of the Indian cons�tu�on, which had 

granted special status to the Indian Occupied Kashmir (IOK), is an evidence of India's   
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occupying status; thereby allowing armed resistance against the occupying forces as 

legal. The nature and extent of assistance people can seek in an occupied territory 

from a third country is legal in interna�onal law. 

 Moreover, permea�ng out of Ar�cle (370) and Ar�cle 35(A) reinforces the 

constraints on India as an occupying power. It is in fact a miniaturized version of the 

4th Geneva Conven�on. Even if the Indian cons�tu�on changes, applica�on of the 

interna�onal law does not change and remains enforced with its restric�ons on India.

Furthermore, any legal disposi�on of the occupied territory requires the UN 

endorsement. Hence, outreach to the Interna�onal Courts, Indian Courts and the 

lawyers' community could be an affec�ve viability since the interpreta�on of law is 

almost mutual.  

 Hindu philosophy is by and large hegemonic in nature and the very essence of the 

Indian Military mind resides in the epics of the Mahabharata of pre-classical 

Hinduism. The whole society of India is almost driven by this non-secular and non-

democra�c ideology, akin with Fascism and Nazism. While highligh�ng the autocra�c 

features and a threat to interna�onal order, a more proac�ve con�nua�on of a 

diploma�c and poli�cal ba�le is suggested. Penetra�ng into the society of India by the 

sources of likeminded intelligentsia through more frequent interac�ve sessions could 

be frui�ul to counter Indian piece meal strategy. 
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H.E. Sardar Masood Khan (President Azad Jammu and Kashmir) graced the occasion as 

the Chief Guest while Mr. Ross Masood Husain (Chairperson, SVI) delivered the 

welcoming remarks. The seminar was divided into two sessions chaired by Amb. (R) 

Ashraf Jehangir Qazi (Member Pakistan Foreign Affairs Council) and Dr. Zafar Iqbal 

Cheema (President/Execu�ve Director, SVI) respec�vely. Speakers of the seminar 

included Mr. Ahmer Bilal Soofi (Founder and President RSIL), Brig. (R) Samson Simon 

Saharf SI (M) (Poli�cal Economist), AVM (R) Faaiz Amir HI (M), SBt (former Vice-

Chancellor, Air University, Islamabad), Lt. Gen (R) Masood Aslam HI, HI (M), SJ, and Dr. 

Adil Sultan (Director, Centre for Aerospace and Security Studies, CASS). There were 

three discussants: Lt. Gen. (R) Asad Durrnai HI (M) (Security Analyst), Maj. Gen (R) 

Qasim Qureshi HI(M), SE, and Lt. Gen. (R) Talat Masood HI(M), S Bt; while the 

Rapporteur remarks were delivered by Dr. Zafar Khan (Asst. Prof. SS Dept., NDU)

Detailed report of the event can be seen at the following link: 

h�p://thesvi.org/svi-bi-monthly-seminar-report-october-14-2019-kashmir-crisis-

poli�co-startegic-dimensions-and-way-forward/

3. In-House Monthly Seminars
A brief descrip�on of twelve In-house Monthly Seminars/Panel Discussions organized by 

the Strategic Vision Ins�tute (SVI) is as under whereas a detailed report of these events 

can be seen at the given link:

h�p://thesvi.org/in-house-roundtables/

a) Process and Structure of Non-prolifera�on: NSG and CPPNM

SVI organized an In-house seminar on “Process and Structure of Non-Prolifera�on:

NSG and CPPNM” on 2 January 2019. Three broad issues were covered in the seminar:

Poli�cs of Non-Prolifera�on in South Asia: Regional and Extra Regional Factors;

Adherence to CPPNM: Pakistan's Commitment to Nuclear Safety and Security; and an

Overview of India-Pakistan Membership and Poli�cs of the NSG. Speakers included Dr.

Mansoor Ahmed (Senior Research Fellow, CISS & Associate with the Managing the

Atom Project, Belfer Center for Science and Informa�on Affairs Commitment to

Nuclear Safety and Security), Dr. Rizwan Naseer (Assistance Professor, Interna�onal

Rela�ons Department of Humani�es, COMSATS Ins�tute, Islamabad, Pakistan), and

Mr. Kamran Akhtar (Director General, Arms Control and Disarmament Affairs, MOFA).

Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema (President/Execu�ve Director, SVI) while expressing his 
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 views on the subject as a Chair and session moderator, stated that the en�re process 

and structure of non-prolifera�on is part of interna�onal poli�cs. He opined that non-

prolifera�on didn't qualify to be a norm because a norm has to be applied without 

discrimina�on or dis�nc�on. Instead, the poli�cs of non-prolifera�on has essen�ally 

put the states into two discriminatory categories; one with the sacred right to possess 

nuclear weapons, and the other category of states which doesn't have the right to 

possess nuclear weapons. He was quite vocal in his cri�cism against the structure and 

process of non-prolifera�on regime which is nothing more than a tool serving and 

safeguarding the foreign and security policy interests of the great powers. Anything 

even remotely against their interests never see light of the day and this is the very 

reason why Nuclear Weapon Free Zone could never be endorsed in the Middle East 

solely to protect the interest of West's regional ally i.e. the state of Israel. He stressed 

on the need for this regime to be thoroughly reviewed interna�onally by all the 

stakeholders including nuclear weapons states and non-nuclear weapons states to 

reformulate an effec�ve instrument and process in which the nuclear weapons do not 

become a threat to the existence of peace, stability and security of certain states.

Dr. Mansoor Ahmed talked about the recent developments in India's nuclear 

program which follows a long-term three-stage nuclear energy program planned to 

build heavy water power reactors in the first stage aimed at Plutonium genera�on to 

fuel breeder reactors. Second stage would be building advanced fast breeder reactors 

which could use extra oxide fuel especially Thorium. Officially, India has kept eight 

power reactors and the breeder program outside the IAEA safeguards as part of India's 

strategic stockpile in the a�ermath of the NSG exemp�on to India. Dr. Ahmed was of 

the view that India will be keeping spent fuel Plutonium produced in these reactors 

outside the IAEA Safeguards to be used as part of the second stage which is to fuel the 

breeder fleet. India can divert the en�re 16 tons stockpile of civil Plutonium or for 

weapons use. It has the reprocessing ability as its four reprocessing plants are running 

on maximum capacity. This issue needs to be taken up at the NSG. No other state has 

such a large stockpile of civilian Plutonium outside the IAEA safeguard nor such a large 

expanding processing and enrichment program. Dr. Ahmed stated that Pakistan has 

never been in compe��on with India in terms of size, scope and efficiency of fissile 

material produc�on capabili�es. But these developments by India will affect the 

delicate nature of strategic balance in South Asia.
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Dr. Rizwan Naseer while talking about Adherence to CPPNM: Pakistan's Commitment 

to Nuclear Safety and Security, maintained that Pakistan is strongly commi�ed to the 

objec�ve of nuclear security and has been proac�vely engaged with the interna�onal 

community to promote nuclear safety and security. Pakistan's nuclear security regime 

is based on na�onal legisla�ve, regulatory and administra�ve framework. It includes 

robust command and control system led by the Na�onal  Command Authority (NCA), 

rigorous regulatory regime, comprehensive export controls and interna�onal 

coopera�on. CPPNM is the only legally  binding interna�onal instrument for physical 

protec�on of nuclear material. Pakistan ra�fied the 2005 Amendment to the CPPNM, 

which is a reaffirma�on of Pakistan's commitment to the   objec�ve of nuclear 

security and reinforces Pakistan's creden�als as a responsible nuclear state. It 

demonstrates Pakistan's confidence in its na�onal nuclear security regime which is at 

par with the latest interna�onal standards in the field.

Third speaker Mr. Kamran Akhtar provided 'An overview of India-Pakistan 

Membership and Poli�cs of the NSG'. He shared his views on the non-prolifera�on 

regime being essen�ally “unfair” and having “discriminatory” elements such as the 

NPT. However, he did acknowledge that non-prolifera�on regime is primarily meant to 

keep order and not to provide jus�ce. In so far as it provides order, which can ensure 

security and regional stability for Pakistan, Pakistan should contribute to the regime 

and be commi�ed to following those norms of the regime to which it subscribes. He 

men�oned that in 2016 India applied for the NSG membership with the support of US. 

This might have made India believe that it would be an open and shut case and soon 

a�er applying for the membership it will be given entry into the NSG. He appreciated 

Pakistan's steadfast campaign and resistance against India's membership applica�on 

and suggested that Pakistan should have done the same back in 2008.  By not ac�vely 

pu�ng up a strong case against India, allowed India to get exemp�on. This �me round 

Pakistan also applied for the NSG membership, but it is by no means in a reac�on to 

Indian applica�on. Pakistan had been preparing since 2012 on the NSG membership 

applica�on. He suggested that Pakistan must take easy norma�ve steps so that when 

the NSG comes up with some criteria, Pakistan should have sufficiently made its case 

stronger with be�er prepara�on. 

Detailed report of the event can be seen at the following link:

h�ps://thesvi.org/svi-in-house-seminar-panel-discussion-report-january2-2019-

process-and-structure-of-non-prolifera�on-nsg-and-cppnm/
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b) Belt & Road Ini�a�ve (BRI) and China-Pakistan Economic Corridor: Impact on 

Developments in South West Asia

As part of its con�nued focus on examining the impacts of CPEC, the Strategic Vision 

Ins�tute (SVI) organized an In-House Seminar �tled “Belt & Road Ini�a�ve (BRI) and 

China-Pakistan Economic Corridor: Impact on Developments in South West Asia” on  7 

February 2019. The seminar was aimed at fostering a lively discussion on the 

economic rise of China as well as the increasingly prominent role being played by the 

CPEC and the BRI within this framework. 

 It drew on the exper�se of a broad range of both local and interna�onal experts 

whose specializa�ons spanned across regional poli�cs, economics, development 

studies, diplomacy, peace and security. These included Prof. Shahram Akbarzadeh 

(Research Professor, Alfred Deakin University, Australia), Prof. Baogang He (Professor 

and Chair in Interna�onal Rela�ons, Alfred Deakin University Australia), Dr. Zahid 

Shahab Ahmed (Research Fellow, Alfred Deakin Ins�tute for Ci�zenship and 

Globaliza�on, Australia), Mr. Zhao Lijian (Deputy Chief of Mission, Embassy of People's 

Republic of China in Pakistan), and Dr. Vaqar Ahmed (Joint Execu�ve Director, 

Sustainable Development Policy Ins�tute [SDPI], Pakistan).

 With respect to the BRI, it was highlighted how both the BRI and CPEC have been 

viewed from diverse and at �mes opposing perspec�ves. The designers and architects 

of the BRI for instance have purportedly approached it from a geo-economic 

perspec�ve. This has entailed a focus on promo�ng greater economic connec�vity, 

development, and trade through the development of Special Economic Zones and 

large infrastructure at the regional level. Contrary to this perspec�ve is the geo-

strategic perspec�ve, which is rooted more in the wider region's super-power poli�cs: 

that China is expanding into Pakistan and the wider region, at the expense of the 

United States. Viewed as a zero-sum game, this perspec�ve is based on the premise 

that China's expansion would in mul�ple ways limit US influence, economically, 

poli�cally, militarily and even psychologically. Hence, it is not uncommon to find some 

Western scholars that view the BRI and CPEC from such a perspec�ve within 

Interna�onal Poli�cs. There are also other perspec�ves of similar and opposing 

arguments. 

 There are mul�ple regional perspec�ves, including Pakistan's na�onal 

perspec�ve all of which are grounded in certain assump�ons and premises based on 
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their varying scope of analyses. There is even a Middle Eastern and Iranian perspec�ve 

that is being presented today which adds to the rich discourse on the impact of China's 

rise as an economic power. However, it is worth no�ng that even though China is 

thinking long-term, it has confined itself more or less to the economic sphere without 

really pushing for a global poli�cal agenda.  This is an important factor as it has major 

implica�ons on how China is perceived and reacted to by others in the region.

Detailed report of the event can be seen at the following link:

h�ps://thesvi.org/svi-in-house-seminar-panel-discussion-report-february-7-2019-

belt-and-road-ini�a�ve-and-china-pakistan-economic-corridor-impact-on-

developments-in-south-west-asia/

c)  Arms Control and Non-prolifera�on in South Asia

 SVI organized an In-house Seminar on “Arms Control and Non-Prolifera�on in South 

Asia” on 15 February 2019. Speakers included Dr. Wakana MUKAI (Assistant Professor, 

Faculty of IR, Asia University, Tokyo, Japan) and Mr. Kamran Akhtar (DG, ACDIS, 

MOFA), while Ms. Sadia Kazmi (Senior Research Associate, SVI) presented a Primer on 

the subject. Dr. Mukai talked about Japan's nuclear disarmament and non-

prolifera�on policy while Mr. Akhtar carried out an overall discussion on the subject. 

Dr. Mukai highlighted Japan's ac�ve role in the struggle of non-prolifera�on, having 

experienced the most devasta�ng repercussions of atomic bomb in 1945 and the only 

country to suffer on such a large scale. Within this context she elaborated on Japan's 

basic posi�ons, its specific nuclear policy and the dilemma that it faces in terms of 

prolifera�on. Japan's basic posi�on on the subject as per Dr. Mukai, aims at a world 

free of nuclear weapons. This can be achieved by taking concrete measures based on 

coopera�on between nuclear and non nuclear weapons states, enhancing 

understanding about the humanitarian consequences of nuclear weapons, and 

adop�ng an objec�ve and calm understanding of the severe security environment. 

She further stressed on the need to uphold and strengthen the NPT regime. Talking 

about Japan's “Nuclear Policy” she men�oned “Three Non-nuclear principles” i.e. not 

to possess, produce, nor introduce weapons into Japan. These three principles co-

exist with other three pillars of promo�ng nuclear disarmament, promo�on peaceful 

uses of nuclear energy, and relying on extended deterrence. All in all, Japan strongly 

believes that disarmament is the only way to ensure regional as well as global security. 

She also appreciated Pakistan for holding similar ideals for world peace.

 Mr. Kamran Akhtar reiterated Pakistan's firm stance on non-prolifera�on and 
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commitment to discouraging nuclear arms race in the region. The speaker qualified 

this claim by men�oning several arms control ini�a�ves proposed to India by Pakistan 

such as: Establishment of a Nuclear Weapon Free Zone (NWFZ) in 1974 and repeated 

this proposal in 1976, 1987, 1990 and 2003 but in vain. He explained that Pakistan 

agreed to sign the NPT condi�onally if India also signs the NPT; with bilateral/joint 

agreements to full scope safeguards and inspec�ons. This offer was given to India 

three �mes from 1984 to 1987 by General Zia-Ul-Haq regime but India rejected it each 

�me. Pakistan also proposed bilateral acceptance of complete IAEA safeguards and 

mutual inspec�on of each other's nuclear facili�es in 1979. Pakistan con�nued its 

efforts and suggested a bilateral treaty to ban all sorts of nuclear tests in 1987; 

bilateral Non-manufacturing or tes�ng of nuclear weapons in 1987 and 1991; and also  

floated the Idea of South Asian Zero Missile Zone in 1994. Pakistan suggested Nuclear 

restraint regime , Risk Reduc�on & proposal for non-induc�on of BMD & SLBM 

systems in South Asia. However, these proposals by Pakistan were not accepted by 

India because of its global power ambi�ons and its objec�ve to acquire nuclear triad, 

ICBMs and BMDs. 

 Mr. Akhtar maintained that although prospects of arms control and non-

prolifera�on measures in South Asia are quite bleak but there are a few confidence 

building measures both states have signed such as: Agreement on the Prohibi�on of 

A�ack against Nuclear Installa�ons and Facili�es signed in Islamabad in December 

1988 but entered into force in 1990; Agreement on Advance No�fica�on on Military 

Exercises, Maneuvers and Troop Movements signed in New Delhi on 6 April 1991; 

Joint Declara�on on the Complete Prohibi�on of Chemical Weapons concluded in 

New Delhi on August 19, 1992; Lahore Declara�on of February 02, 1999, which 

included the clause that: Both countries shall take immediate steps for reducing the 

risk of accidental or unauthorized use of nuclear weapons and discuss concepts and 

doctrines with a view to elabora�ng measures for confidence building in the nuclear 

and conven�onal fields, aimed at preven�on of conflict. 

 The seminar suggested a way forward in light of the vola�le situa�on of South 

Asia, which so far have been rejected by Indian side despite several tries from 

Pakistan. Moreover, for greater global stability it was emphasized that the NPR should 

also modernize itself to cater to all emerging aspects at global arena rather than just 

following the agenda made half a decade ago.
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 The seminar was held as per the Chatham House rules and therefore the report of 

the event wasn't made public. 

d)  Kashmir Conflict: Human and Strategic Challenges

Strategic Vision Ins�tute (SVI) has been organizing seminars on the Kashmir issue in 

tandem with the Kashmir day in the month of February every year where President 

AJ&K is invited as the Chief Guest. This year SVI organized the seminar on “Kashmir 

Conflict: Human and Strategic Challenges” on 26February 2019. Ms. Mushaal Hussein 

Mullick (Chairperson Peace and Cultural Organiza�on, wife of Mr. Yaseen Mullick)

chaired the seminar as Chief Guest and Keynote speaker. President AJ&K couldn't 

a�end as he was in Jeddah for the OIC mee�ng. Other speaker was Lt. Gen. (R) Naeem 

Khalid Lodhi HI(M) (former Defence Minister), while Lt. Gen. (R) Syed Muhammad 

Owais (former Secretary Defence Produc�on) moderated the seminar. A number of 

eminent scholars a�ended as audience. 

 Speakers recognized the Kashmir issue as an unfinished agenda of par��on and 

hence very much a regional issue. With respect to both Pakistan and India's present 

state of affairs, Kashmir was recognized as an integral part of the dynamics of Nuclear 

Deterrence within South Asia. The seminar also dilated upon an important ques�on 

from Pakistan's persepc�ve i.e. why Kashmir has been o�en cited as 'the jugular vein 

of Pakistan'. This was a�ributed to the water issue. It was also highlighted that the 

death of 22 year old Burhan Wani in July 2016 became a triggering point from where 

the Kashmiri struggle struck a resounding chord amongst the region's youth. Over the 

last decade it escalated into a full-blown indigenous insurgency with the current 

genera�on of Kashmiris expressing a renewed vigor for independence. Increased 

heavy-handedness by Indian troops through the use of torture, pellet guns and the 

eradica�on of their culture and iden��es has brought even further radicaliza�on 

amongst Kashmiri youth. 

 The speakers took note of the fact even neutral observers and local 

representa�ves within India recognized this and are calling for a radical review of 

India's overall policy and approach to the issue. It was suggested there is a definite 

need for peace which has become so vulnerable and precarious in the South Asian 

region. The Pulwama a�ack, the 2006 Mumbai a�acks and the 2001 Indian Parliament 

a�acks, have all served as instances that have �me and again brought both India and 

Pakistan to the brink of war. Hence, it is this precarious posi�on of maintaining peace 
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within the region that needs to be thought on not only by India and Pakistan but also by 

interna�onal powers such as those in the West. Speakers men�oned that at the 

moment the interna�onal community and global sen�ments are with Kashmiris and 

against India with respect to Kashmir. The UN Commission on Human Rights' recent 

report, the indiscriminate use of fear and violence by Indian forces, as well as the 

changing �de of poli�cal will  all present opportuni�es to wrest the ini�a�ve away 

from India and present Pakistan's posi�on on the issue. Simultaneously special 

emphasis was placed on the human casualty side of this conflict which is very real and 

something that neither Pakistan nor the interna�onal community can afford to ignore 

or even delay to address.

 Detailed report of the event can be seen at the following link:

h�ps://thesvi.org/svi-in-house-seminar-panel-discussion-report-february-26-2019-

kashmir-conflict-human-and-strategic-challenges-compiled-by-waqas-jan-reviewed-

and/

e)  Romanian Presidency of EUC: Mission and Priori�es of the Romanian Mandate

One of the main aims of SVI is to highlight the contemporary issues and challenges of 

regional and global scale. Con�nuing in its tradi�on to bring posi�ve foresights on 

interna�onal issues and developments, SVI conducted an In-house Seminar �tled 

“Romanian Presidency of EUC: Mission and Priori�es of the Romanian Mandate” on 7 

March, 2019. The guest speaker on the occasion was H.E Nicolae GOIA (Ambassador 

Extraordinary and Plenipoten�ary of Romania to Pakistan). Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema 

(President/Execu�ve Director, SVI) ini�ated and moderated the talk while several 

par�cipants among the eminent personali�es from the litera� of Pakistan along with 

foreign scholars were present in the audience. The talk underscored the importance of 

Pak-Romanian rela�onship but emphasized the need for improvement in various 

sectors. 

 Romania's presidency of the council of European Union was seen as helpful in this 

regard by engaging good offices of European country represented delega�on in 

Islamabad catering for the sole rela�onship between Pakistan and European Union. 

Romania viewed its first-�me presidency not as a reward but a grave responsibility in 

challenging �mes. Ambassador GOIA expressed confidence about Romania's 

capability to perform construc�vely as could be witnessed through its performance in 

the past two months. He was of the view that the aim of this presidency is to preserve 

the con�nuity of the current agenda and to advance the rota�ng presidency by 

https://strafasia.com/modis-negative-nuclear-signaling-playing-anti-pakistan-card/
https://strafasia.com/modis-negative-nuclear-signaling-playing-anti-pakistan-card/
https://strafasia.com/modis-negative-nuclear-signaling-playing-anti-pakistan-card/
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performing its du�es efficiently and effec�vely. In this respect he was also observant 

of the fact that this ini�a�ve needs the support of other member states. In a 

declara�on of strong desire to work for inclusively  preserving the unity in coherence, 

the ambassador reiterated their resolve to work produc�vely and effec�vely. 

Excellency men�oned some of the challenges prevalent in the European and 

Interna�onal arenas as:  impending Brexit, approval of the European budget, planning 

the mul� annual financial framework, the conduct of European Elec�ons and most 

prominently providing reflec�on on the future of European Union. In view of these the 

mo�o and central theme of the Romanian Presidency is “cohesion as a common 

European value”. 

 Talking about the prospects of Pak-EU coopera�on, the Excellency Nicolae GOIA 

men�oned that rela�onship essen�ally falls in the domain of European External 

Affairs. However, as a member state, Romania views these rela�ons as good with 

poten�al for further be�erment. Pakistan has been granted the GSP+ treaty 

increasing its export level to Europe to 40%. In recent �mes, there have been 

collabora�on a�empts in the sectors of health, social and cultural policy. Recently a 

100m Euro agreement for assis�ng Pakistan was signed while the Strategic 

Engagement Plan is in its last phases of being finalized. This plan is in the phase of 

consensus in the corridors of Europe and Pakistan. It was men�oned that the Strategic 

Engagement plan is for indefinite �me period and has obliga�ons for the Pakistan, so it 

will be a long and viable opportunity for the development of Pakistan. 

Detailed report of the event can be seen at the following link:

h�ps://thesvi.org/svi-in-house-seminar-panel-discussion-report-march-07-2019-

romanian-presidency-of-euc-mission-and-priori�es-of-the-romanian-mandate/

f)   Prevalent Security Environments and Way Forward

A number of ques�ons were discussed during the seminar to have a more authen�c 

narra�ve on the ongoing tension. It was the first military confronta�on between any 

two nuclear weapons states in the world since the end of World War II with the 

excep�on of Cuban missile crisis and the Kargil 1999 episode. Two levels were 

iden�fied: first, the micro perspec�ve of what happened during the crisis; and second, 

the macro perspec�ve on the implica�ons of the crisis. It was unanimously recognized 

that Pakistan's credibility had been proven in this conflict vis-à-vis India. Pakistan 

military was appreciated for responding well, both conven�onally and strategically 

and was able to bring the two countries from the brink of a 'nuclear war'. That 

http://southasiajournal.net/21-years-of-nuclearization-of-south-asia-current-doctrinal-trends/
http://southasiajournal.net/21-years-of-nuclearization-of-south-asia-current-doctrinal-trends/
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escala�on is now an important part of Pakistan-India history. Some important 

indicators observed in the a�ermath of Pulwama a�ack were: it had sufficiently 

highlighted and interna�onalized the Kashmir issue which is on the UNSC agenda at 

the interna�onal forums. In India, Congress leaders talked about nego�a�ons with 

Pakistan. 

 Simultaneously, Afghan peace process damaged the poli�co-economic 

investment of India in Afghanistan. Another important factor which mo�vated India to 

resort to this aggressive route was to get popular vote in the Indian upcoming general 

elec�ons. This event also highlighted Indian ambi�ons to find a ground for a limited 

conven�onal war with Pakistan below the nuclear threshold. However, it was agreed 

by all the speakers that even though in the a�ermath of Pulwama incident, Indian Air 

Force violated the LoC and dropped the bombs into Pakistan's territory, it failed to get 

desirable results. Pakistan ended up occupying high moral posi�on at interna�onal 

level while India could not achieve any poli�cal and diploma�c aims. The a�ermath of 

Pulwama incident has only reassured Pakistan's nuclear deterrent capability at 

conven�onal level and proved it a dominant factor over escala�on ladder. The 

speakers expressed that in the immediate future India will not resort to further act of 

aggression on LoC but instead will try to intensify economic and poli�cal pressure on 

Pakistan through its diploma�c channels. Hence, Pakistan should be preemp�vely 

prepared for that. 

 The seminar was chaired by Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema (President/Execu�ve Director, 

SVI). The guest speakers included Lt. Gen. (R) Naeem Khalid Lodhi (Former Defence 

Minister), Lt. Gen. (R) Syed Muhammad Owais (Former Secretary Defence 

Produc�on), AVM (R) Faaiz Amir (VC, Air University, Islamabad), Vice Admiral (R) 

Shahid Iqbal (Former Chief of  Staff, Pakistan Navy), Brig (R) Samson Simon Sharaf 

(Poli�cal Economist and Anchorperson), Dr. Zafar Nawaz Jaspal (Professor, SPIR, QAU, 

Islamabad), and Amb (R) Zamir Akram (Advisor, NCA). 

Detailed report of the event can be seen at the following link:

h�ps://thesvi.org/svi-in-house-seminar-panel-discussion-report-april-4-2019-

prevalent-security-environments-and-way-forward/

g)  India's Quest for NSG Membership and Pakistan's Stance

Strategic Vision Ins�tute (SVI) organized an In-house seminar “India's Quest for NSG 

Membership and Pakistan's Stance” on 26 June 2019 to deliberate on the outcomes 

https://moderndiplomacy.eu/2019/05/20/indian-nuclear-explosions-of-may-98-and-befitting-response/
https://moderndiplomacy.eu/2019/05/20/indian-nuclear-explosions-of-may-98-and-befitting-response/
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and impact of the 29th NSG plenary mee�ng that was held on 20-21 June 2019 in Nur-

Sultan, Kazakhstan. The purpose was to evaluate the key issues discussed during the 

escala�on is now an important part of Pakistan-India history. Some important 

indicators observed in the a�ermath of Pulwama a�ack were: it had sufficiently 

mee�ng specifically the criteria for membership of non-NPT states into the NSG and to 

evaluate the policy op�ons for Pakistan. Only senior officials from MOFA, SPD, JSHQ, 

AHQ, NHQ, NDU and the relevant think tanks were invited to a�end the seminar. Mr. 

Ross Masood Husain (Chairperson, SVI) chaired and moderated the seminar. Panel of 

speakers included Mr. Kamran Akhtar (DG Disarmament, MOFA), Amb (R) Tariq Osman 

Hyder (Former Addi�onal Secretary, MOFA), Amb (R) Zamir Akram (Advisor, SPD), and 

Dr. Anjum Sarfraz (Senior Research Fellow, SVI) who presented a brief primer on 

'India's Quest for the NSG Membership and Pakistan's Stance'. Mr. Kamran Akhtar 

presented a detailed 'Review of the 29th Plenary Mee�ng of the NSG' that was  

recently held in Nur-Sultan, Kazakhstan.  Amb (R) Tariq Osman Hyder spoke on 'India's 

Approach towards the NSG' while Amb (R) Zamir Akram deliberated upon 'Poli�cal 

and Diploma�c Aspects of the NSG and Pakistan's Perspec�ve and Future Course of 

Ac�on'. 

 The speakers elaborated on Pakistan's most recent efforts in presen�ng its case 

for membership to the NSG member states on the sidelines of this mee�ng. In rela�ng 

the issue to Pakistan's posi�on, Amb. Akram opined that the very �tle of the seminar 

gave the impression that this 'quest' for NSG membership was solely India's and that 

Pakistan merely had a stance on it. However, in reality, Pakistan too is engaged in the 

same quest and is in fact equally placed if not be�er than India. Unlike India, Pakistan 

was self-sufficient in maintaining its nuclear fuel cycle and did not require the NSG 

waiver to import nuclear raw materials. What Pakistan instead needed the NSG 

membership for is the ability to import advanced technology for socio-economic 

progress. This includes the import of dual-use materials and machinery which it 

coincidentally also had the capacity of further refining and expor�ng to other 

countries. Hence, it was based on these requirements that the representa�ves from 

Pakistan met around 22 key NSG members at the sidelines of this summit who in turn 

were equally willing to meet the Pakistani delega�on.

 Mr. Kamran Akhtar pointed out that the most important development which the 

Pakistani delega�on gleaned from this mee�ng was a slight change in China's previous 

'principled' stance on excluding non-NPT states as part of the poli�cal, legal and 

technological requirements of the NSG.  This was no�ceable largely due to the fact 
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that China this �me hinted at suppor�ng the solu�on if it was 'non-discriminatory' 

while this development has the poten�al to improve Pakistan's case for membership, 

Pakistan s�ll must take certain steps such as those taken by India in order to meet the 

NSG's requirements. 
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Detailed report of the event can be seen at the following link:

h�ps://thesvi.org/svi-in-house-seminar-in-collabora�on-with-agahi-report-july-02-

2019-trend-impact-analysis-the-future-of-possibili�es/

I)   India's Future Strategic Objec�ves: A Thermonuclear Dimension

Strategic Vision Ins�tute (SVI) organized an In-house seminar on “India's Future 

Strategic Objec�ves: A Thermonuclear Dimension” on 18 July 2019 to assess India's 

poten�al enhancement of its deterrent capabili�es and how it is aspiring to achieve its 

future strategic objec�ves by acquiring thermonuclear weapons. The seminar was 

chaired by Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema (President/Execu�ve Director, SVI). The guest 

speakers included Dr. Tariq Rauf (Former Head of Verifica�on & Security Policy, 

Alternate Head of NPT Delega�on, IAEA), Dr. Rizwana Karim Abbasi (Associate Prof. 

HSS Department, Bahria University, Islamabad), and Amb. (R) Zamir Akram (Advisor, 

SPD). 

 All the speakers expressed doubt in India's arguments behind having a facility at 

Chellakere and termed them unjus�fied. The claim that the fissile material being 

produced there is meant for the development of India's nuclear-powered submarines 

is nothing but a farce. The fact is that even if India had twenty nuclear powered 

submarines, the fuel being produced at Chellakere would have been in excess of its 

requirements. The only logical explana�on for this is that India has another purpose 

i.e. to develop thermonuclear weapons. This makes it quite evident that Pakistan will 

face a great security threat from the Indian thermonuclear bomb. 

 However, the speakers suggested that Pakistan does not need to engage in a 

thermonuclear arms race because it does not provide India with a qualita�ve edge. 

Pakistan needs to enhance its FSD capacity by increasing and improving second strike 

capability. This may include acquiring a triad including a sea-based capability. The 

speakers men�oned that in future, Pakistan would be able to acquire the nuclear-

powered submarine which would be another good step. But in any case, the regular 

diesel-powered submarine can also be used for this purpose. It was also suggested 

that Pakistan needs to invest in increasing the ranges of its missiles as well as military 

https://thesvi.org/svi-in-house-seminar-in-collaboration-with-agahi-report-july-02-2019-trend-impact-analysis-the-future-of-possibilities/
https://thesvi.org/svi-in-house-seminar-in-collaboration-with-agahi-report-july-02-2019-trend-impact-analysis-the-future-of-possibilities/
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capabili�es. Above all, Pakistan needs to be sure about security and survivability of its 

nuclear arsenals in case India launches the first strike. It was reiterated that Pakistan is 

not in the favor of arms race in the region, parity is not the purpose. Pakistan must 

acquire an assured second strike capability. Talking about the 'Current Challenges in 

Arms Control', the speakers expressed that in the last two years, the risk of inadvertent 

or accidental use of nuclear weapons is on the rise and warning �mes are decreasing. 

This puts more pressure on policy makers to characterize a threat and then figure out 

how to respond to it. Simultaneously, the tradi�onal discussions and nego�a�ons 

between Russia and the US on the exis�ng arms control architecture since the Cold 

War and the post-Cold War era is now slowly being eroded. Soon the world would not 

have any strategic arms control treaty enforced between Russia and the US. Besides 

the INF Treaty, the US and Russia only have one agreement le� which is the New START 

treaty signed in 2010. The treaty entered into force on Feb 5, 2011 and is set to expire 

in 2021. However, a�er INF treaty going down, there is a renewed interest from Russia 

in extending the New START but unfortunately the US doesn't seem to be too 

interested anymore. 

This in-house seminar was organized as per Chatham House rules hence the report of 

the event was not made public.

j)   Ar�ficial Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning (ML) and Implica�ons for Pakistan

Strategic Vision Ins�tute (SVI) organized an In-house seminar on 20 August 2019 on 

'Ar�ficial Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning (ML) and Implica�ons for Pakistan'. The 

keynote speakers included Dr. Yasar Ayaz (Chairman and Central Project Director of 

Na�onal Center of Ar�ficial Intelligence (NCAI) of Pakistan and Head of the 

Department of Robo�cs and Ar�ficial Intelligence at the School of Mechanical and 

Manufacturing Engineering (SMME) at the Na�onal University of Science and 

Technology, Pakistan), Air Marshall Javaid Ahmed (Director of 'Policy and Doctrine', 

CASS), and Dr. Zafar Nawaz Jaspal (Professor, SPIR, QAU, Islamabad). Lt. General (R) 

Naeem Khalid Lodhi HI (M) (former Minister of Defence) chaired the session. He 

acknowledged AI as one of the foremost modern technologies of the world holding 

tremendous importance within the current strategic environment. AI and ML, have 

not only enhanced compu�ng with more memory but there is a cogni�ve process that 

makes machines capable of recognizing data, sor�ng it out, making its own logic and 

carrying out its own correc�ons. Lt. General (R) Lodhi encouraged the speakers to 

shed further light on the uses of Ar�ficial Intelligence with special reference to 

Pakistan, and the advances Pakistan had so far made in developing and employing 
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such cu�ng-edge technology in ways that benefit the country. 

 Mr. Haris Bilal Malik (Research Associate, SVI) presented a primer on AI and ML 

and explained how these two concepts have emerged in the 21st century and why  

they are widely acknowledged as one of the most an�cipated technological 

evolu�ons. Speaking on 'The Global Race of Ar�ficial Intelligence and Machine 

Learning,' Dr. Yasar Ayaz gave a comprehensive presenta�on covering the concept of 

Ar�ficial Intelligence, the direc�on it was taking in terms of future developments as  

well as  the overall strategy and progress made in Pakistan with regard to employing AI 

in different spheres of life. Speaking on 'Ar�ficial Intelligence and Warfare', Air 

Marshall Javaid Ahmed highlighted the rela�onship between Na�onal Power and 

Ar�ficial Intelligence and specifically talked about the militariza�on of Ar�ficial 

Intelligence and its impact on the warfare such as: human-machine collabora�on 

would help in si�ing of data. This is closely followed by human-machine combat, and 

then the ul�mate use of AI i.e. autonomy. 

 The seminar emphasized on the fact that the biggest power of AI comes from data 

processing and its speed which will eventually help to win the race for what is referred 

to in aerial combat termed as first-shot capability. Referring to OODA loop by John 

Boyd, it was explained that it consists of four applica�ons of warfare; i.e. to Observe, 

Orient, Decide and Act. 'By using this OODA Loop, you are able to con�nuously adapt 

to changing circumstances and use this to draw on your strengths. In aerial combat, 

split-second decisions are crucial. When you respond too late, the enemy gets the 

upper hand. We live in a rapidly changing world. If you do not change with �me, 

chances are that you will lose. AI in this regard can integrate all this and help in 

warfare.' 

 Speakers also men�oned that incorpora�ng AI into Command and Control 

systems would dras�cally improve the speed and responsiveness factors. Similarly, 

the fourth-genera�on revolu�on, safety, predic�ve maintenance and tes�ng have all 

made the avia�on sector a very  good ground to test AI.

Detailed report of the event can be seen at the following link:

h�ps://thesvi.org/svi-in-house-seminar-panel-discussion-report-ar�ficial-

intelligence-ai-machine-learning-ml-and-implica�ons-for-pakistan-august-20-2019/

https://thesvi.org/svi-in-house-seminar-panel-discussion-report-artificial-intelligence-ai-machine-learning-ml-and-implications-for-pakistan-august-20-2019/
https://thesvi.org/svi-in-house-seminar-panel-discussion-report-artificial-intelligence-ai-machine-learning-ml-and-implications-for-pakistan-august-20-2019/
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k) The Current Status and Future of Pakistan-Russia Rela�ons

Strategic Vision Ins�tute (SVI) held an In-house seminar on the 'The Current Status 

and Future of Pakistan-Russia Rela�ons' on 10 October 2019 to trace progress of 

ongoing ini�a�ves and explore new opportuni�es for Pakistan and Russia. H.E. Danila 

V. Ganich (Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipoten�ary of Russia to Pakistan)  

presided over the proceedings as the Chief Guest. Leading Russian academics 

including Prof. Dr. Leonid Issaev (Associate Prof. Department for Asian and African 

Studies, Na�onal Research University Higher School of Economics, Saint Petersburg), 

Dr. Andrey Korotayev (Senior Research Professor, Ins�tute of Oriental Studies at the 

Russian Academy of Sciences in Moscow), and Dr. Alisa Shishkina (Research Fellow, 

Ins�tute of African Studies, Russian Academy of Sciences Moscow) spoke on the 

occasion. Lt. Gen. (R) Naeem Khalid Lodhi (former Minister of Defence) offered his 

remarks as a discussant, while Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema (President/Execu�ve Director, 

SVI) chaired the seminar. 

 Highligh�ng some of the most salient features of the Pakistan-Russia bilateral 

rela�onship, speakers briefly explained how Pak-Russia rela�ons had steadily 

progressed since the fall of the Soviet Union across mul�ple poli�cal and diploma�c 

fronts. These included important milestones in defence coopera�on such as the sale 

and transfer of key military technologies as well as the annually held (since 2016) 

military exercises between both countries. However, while such coopera�on has been 

welcomed on both sides, there is a widespread percep�on that Pak-Russia �es s�ll 

have not reached their full economic poten�al. This holds par�cularly true in the 

realms of bilateral trade and a host of other investment opportuni�es within Pakistan.

 

 With respect to the most recent developments taking place in the South Asian 

region, Russia has however played a highly important and much needed balancing 

role as evident in the ongoing tensions between India and Pakistan over Kashmir. This 

was quite obvious in the a�ermath of both the Pulwama crisis from February/March 

2019 and the recently held UNSC mee�ng on Kashmir where Russia struck a more 

conciliatory and balanced note. While all these developments show that Pak-Russia 

�es are headed in the right direc�on, the pace is not sa�sfactory. 

 Prof. Dr. Leonid Issaev presented “An Overview of Pakistan–Russia 

Rapprochement” and stated that since the collapse of the Soviet Union, Russia has 

adopted a more pragma�c as opposed to a more ideologically inclined approach to its  



foreign policy. This has been evident in Russia's interna�onal rela�ons where it has 

sought to play a more balanced, mediatory and neutral role in regions such as the 

South Asia, Central Asia, the Middle East and Africa. While Russia most definitely has a 

stake and a policy in certain ongoing regional conflicts, it has s�ll tried to adopt a 

principled approach of serving as a balancing mediator within these conflicts. D r . 

Andrey Korotayev while building on the previous topic presented a more detailed 

breakdown of “Poten�al Areas of Coopera�on in Pak-Russia Rela�ons”. Within the 

context of Pakistan's exis�ng rela�ons, he stated that at present Russia cannot 

compete with China in the economic sphere nor with the US in the defence sphere 

considering the historic precedents set by both in terms of their coopera�on with 

Pakistan. As a result, while it is unlikely that Russia may embark on such a 

comprehensive strategic partnership with Pakistan, there are s�ll a number of 

opportuni�es which can be pursued between both countries. 

 Dr. Alisa Shishkina further expanded the discussion and deliberated upon the 

“Evolving Regional Dynamics, SCO, and Future of Pakistan-Russia Rela�ons”. She 

explained how the evolving regional dynamics were largely defined by Pakistan's 

expanding rela�ons with the Central Asian Republics based on the pivotal role being 

played by it as part of the Belt and Road Ini�a�ve. Within this context expanding �es 

with Pakistan was also a major priority for the Central Asian Republics which includes 

coopera�ng with Pakistan across a number of key areas straddling between the 

economic, diploma�c, security and cultural realms.

Detailed report of the event can be seen at the following link:

h�ps://thesvi.org/svi-in-house-seminar-panel-discussion-report-ar�ficial-

intelligence-ai-machine-learning-ml-and-implica�ons-for-pakistan-august-20-2019/

l)   Nucleariza�on of the Indian Ocean and its Implica�ons on Strategic Stability

As part of its contribu�ons to academic and policy discourse, Strategic Vision Ins�tute 

(SVI) held an In-house roundtable discussion on the 'Nucleariza�on of the Indian Ocean 

and its Implica�ons on Strategic Stability' on 20 November 2019. The speakers 

comprised of a broad range of experts from the Pakistan Navy who have held key 

diploma�c, military and academic posi�ons throughout their careers. These included, 

Ambassador Vice Admiral (R) Khan Hasham University, Islamabad), and Capt. (R) Syed 

Aqeel Akhtar Naqvi (Senior Deputy Director, ACDA, SPD) each of whom elaborated on 

key areas of the issue at hand. A number of notable academic researchers and analysts 
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also took part in the discussion including the heads of various think-tanks, key 

journalists and representa�ves from foreign embassies leading to a lively and candid 

discussion.

 Highligh�ng on the historical overview of the emerging geo-poli�cal dynamics of 

the Indian Ocean Region (IOR), it was stated that at the present, the en�re region was 

being contested over by almost all the major powers, where China, Russia and the US 

are vying for direct as well as indirect influence. The steady move towards the 

nucleariza�on of the IOR however has led to an increasingly complex set of dynamics 

which extending beyond the India-Pakistan rivalry is likely to have a major South Asia, 

Central Asia, the Middle East and Africa. While Russia most definitely has a stake and a 

policy in certain ongoing regional conflicts, it has s�ll tried to adopt a principled 

approach of serving as a balancing mediator within these conflicts.  impact on the 

prevailing great power compe��on within the region. However, despite the increased 

focus being paid to such developments in the recent past, the nucleariza�on of the IOR 

was not a new phenomenon. 

 Talking about 'Emerging Geo-poli�cs of the Indian Ocean Region', Ambassador 

Vice Admiral (R) Khan Hasham Bin Saddique explained how the geo-strategic trends 

impac�ng the IOR emanated directly from the overall geo-poli�cal landscape of the 

world which in itself was undergoing transforma�on. This, he stated, was highlighted 

by the rise of China, and the rise of ultra-na�onalist movements such as what was 

being witnessed in Europe and India, bucking the previous decades' globaliza�on 

trends. Considering how oceans served as the main center for power poli�cs, the 

future of power poli�cs was likely to be contested over in Asia. 

 This was also evident at the grand strategy level as apparent in the US's pivot to 

Asia strategy as well as the forma�on of the quadrilateral alliance between the US, 

India, Australia and Japan o�en referred to as the 'Quad.' As such, the en�re IOR based 

on the US's emerging Indo-Pacific strategy, which was in turn aimed at containing 

China's rising influence across the South China Sea, was resul�ng in the IOR emerging 

as the most militarized and conflict-ridden region,  devoid of any form of regional 

coopera�on or shared security mechanism. 

 Rear Admiral (R) Saleem Akhtar spoke on the 'Nucleariza�on of the IOR as a 

Consequence of India's Naval Aspira�ons'. He explained how in the twenty first 

century, the mari�me domain has emerged as the principal arena of contest and 



coopera�on between states. In strategic defence documents of principal powers, 

the Indian and Pacific Oceans now appear as a single inseparable en�ty. The term 

"Indo-Pacific" or "Indo-Asia-Pacific" is at the heart of the discourse as stated in the 

official documents of the United States, United Kingdom, Australia, India and 

others. The "Indo-Asia-Pacific" also figured prominently in the March 2015 US 

Coopera�ve Sea  Power Strategy. It draws from President Obama's 2012 Asia pivot 

or "rebalancing" that calls for re-orienta�ng 60 percent of US naval and marine 

forces from the Atlan�c to the Pacific by 2020. "Re-balancing" also assigns India as 

Washington's strategic partner and as a "regional anchor and provider of security" 

for the broader Indian Ocean. 

 Speaking on the 'Implica�ons of Indian Second-Strike Capability on IOR 

Security', Capt (R) Syed Aqeel Akhtar Naqvi expanded on the finer points of the 

impact these developments have had on the region's strategic deterrence 

framework. He broadly explained how the security landscape of the region was 

characterized primarily by deep-rooted hos�li�es and mistrust between India and 

Pakistan spanning almost seven decades.

Detailed report of the event can be seen at the following link:

h�ps://thesvi.org/svi-in-house-seminar-panel-discussion-report-ar�ficial-

intelligence-ai-machine-learning-ml-and-implica�ons-for-pakistan-august-20-

2019/
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CPEC: A Precursor to Regional Economic Growth and Stability

Another feather in the SVI cap for the year 2019 is the Book �tled “CPEC: A Precursor to 
Regional Economic Growth and Stability”. SVI marked its 6th anniversary by launching an 
edited volume on 17 April 2019 at Islamabad Serena Hotel, Islamabad. 

 The edited book contains chapters wri�en by both Pakistani and Chinese 
scholars. The book seeks to highlight the opportuni�es and poten�al of the economic 
corridor, address mispercep�ons, and bring back the focus of the discourse from its 
(CPEC's) geo-strategic and poli�cal implica�ons to economic and development aspects. 

D.   Book Publica�onD.   Book Publica�onD.   Book Publica�on
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The over 300 page book, containing 12 chapters, has been edited by Dr. Zafar Iqbal 
Cheema (President/Execu�ve Director, SVI). As some countries, such as the United States 
and India, have apprehensions on the BRI/CPEC, there is no shortage of false or 
propaganda-driven informa�on about these projects. With the aim of providing factual 
informa�on on CPEC, this book was widely appreciated as a step in the right direc�on. 

 H.E. Yao Jing (Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipoten�ary of People's Republic 
of China to Pakistan) a�ended the Book Launching ceremony as the chief Guest and 
highly applauded SVI's contribu�on in mi�ga�ng mispercep�ons about BRI's flagship 
project. 

 For the benefit of readers this edited volume has been divided into four thema�c 
sec�ons. The first sec�on focuses on CPEC within the Pak-China framework with chapters 
wri�en by Quratul Ain Hafeez, Hassan Dawood Bu�, and M. Waqas Jan. These chapters 
provide a comprehensive account of the historic rela�ons between China and Pakistan by 
focusing on geo-economic and geo-strategic aspects of CPEC. Sec�on-II of the book 
benefits from detailed chapters by Syed Hassan Javed, Song Guoyou and Liu Jun who 
focus on not just the BRI but also China's economic rise. Sec�on-III focuses on Pakistan's 
economy in the context of CPEC with chapters from Vaqar Ahmed and Zafar Mehmood. 
Sec�on-IV, the final sec�on of this book looks at CPEC as part of a new global paradigm 
with chapters from Shabana Fayyaz, Shabbir Ahmed, Naeem Lodhi, Abdul-Rehman Bilal, 
and S. Sadia Kazmi examining security and regional integra�on and regional poten�al of 
this project. 

 The book remained in high demand among the domes�c and interna�onal 
readers throughout the year and is available at the leading book stores of Islamabad. 
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E.   Summer Internship ProgramE.   Summer Internship ProgramE.   Summer Internship Program

SVI offers summer internship for two months from 1st July to 31st August every year. 
 
 The internship program contributes to the capacity building of poten�al scholars. 
The most important element of internship is that it integrates classroom knowledge and 
theore�cal learning with the prac�cal applica�on and skills acquired in professional 
se�ngs. The benefits are far reaching for the students during their degree comple�on as 
well as when seeking a career path post-gradua�on period. The sole purpose of offering 
this program is to provide the students with experiences that can lead to personal and 
professional growth. 

 To be more precise, the program is designed to give each individual a diverse and 
rewarding experience in the field of research and analyses. It provides opportuni�es for 
young people who are inspired by the idea of learning research techniques and 
employing useful epistemological tools. The internship is offered in the areas of strategic, 
security, and policy studies including nuclear studies, deterrence, non-prolifera�on, 
arms control and disarmament, energy security, OBOR/CPEC, regional and interna�onal 
peace, security and stability etc. The interns receive rigorous training and mentorship at 
the SVI. The candidates are expected to be proac�ve, self-driven, resourceful, detail 
oriented with the ap�tude and willingness to learn. 

 For the summer internship program, the ins�tute usually takes two students 
pursuing MPhil/MS or Master's Degree. So far students from Quaid-i-Azam University, 
Na�onal Defence University, Fa�ma Jinnah Women University, Islamic Interna�onal 
University Islamabad, and Roots IVY Interna�onal University have benefited and were 
trained under this program. The interns are provided guidance and dedicated 
mentorship to hone on their wri�ng and analy�cal skills. Major wri�ng assignments 
include opinion editorials published in the na�onal/interna�onal newspapers, blogs, 
and magazines. Interns. 
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F.   Research & Analyses: Wri�ngF.   Research & Analyses: Wri�ng
Ac�vi�es of the SVI Research StaffAc�vi�es of the SVI Research Staff
F.   Research & Analyses: Wri�ng
Ac�vi�es of the SVI Research Staff

1. Input of the SVI Scholars in Print Media

There have been a number of publica�ons by the SVI scholars in local and foreign 
academic journals, e-journals, blogs, newspapers and magazines. The details of these are 
given below:

Monthly Media Op-eds

January 2019

1. Younis Sarwer, “Indian Land Warfare Doctrine – 2018: What it Means for the 
Region,” Daily Times, 10 January 2019,
h�ps://daily�mes.com.pk/342370/indian-land-warfare-doctrine-2018-what-it-
means-for-the-region/

2.       Younis Sarwer, “10-Year Challenge: US Policy Towards the Middle East,” Daily 
Times, 28 January 2019,
h�ps://daily�mes.com.pk/348559/10-year-challenge-us-policy-towards-the-
middle-east/

3. Syeda Saiqa Bukhari, “Induc�on of Pakistan A-100 MLRS and Deterrence 
Equa�on of South Asia,” Modern Diplomacy, 10 January 2019,
h�ps://moderndiplomacy.eu/2019/01/18/induc�on-of-pakistan-a-100-mlrs-
and-deterrence-equa�on-of-south-asia/

4.   Syeda Saiqa Bukhari, “Over viewing India's Military Moderniza�on: 2019 and 
Beyond,” Modern Diplomacy, 26 January 2019,
h�ps://moderndiplomacy.eu/2019/01/26/overviewing-indias-military-
moderniza�on-2019-and-beyond/

5.     Quratul Ain Hafeez, “Pakistan Securing its Mari�me Interest and CPEC,” Pakistan 
Observer, 16 January 2019,
h�ps://pakobserver.net/pakistan-securing-its-mari�me-interest-and-cpec/
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par�cipa�on in electronic media.

1. Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema was interviewed on the topic “Role pf Pakistan and Turkey in 

Afghanistan” on 5 January 2019 by Voice of America,

2. Ms. S. Sadia Kazmi was interviewed on the topic “Human Dimension of Kashmir 

Conflict and Indian Sponsored Suppression of Kashmiri People” on 26 February 

2019by PTV News,

3. Dr. Cheema was interviewed on the topic “Strengthening Pakistan-Russia Rela�ons 

and Prospects of Coopera�on” on 27 March 2019 by PTV World News,  

4. Dr. Cheema was interviewed on the topic “CPEC and its Importance for China and 

Pakistan” on 17 April 2019 by Islamic Republic News Agency Iran,  

5. Dr. Cheema was interviewed on the topic “China-Pakistan Rela�ons in the Context 

of CPEC” on 17 April 2019 by PTV World News,  

6. Dr. Cheema was interviewed on the topic “PM Imran Khan's Upcoming Visit to Iran” 

on 17 April 2019 by Islamic Republic News Agency Iran,  

7. Ms. S. Sadia Kazmi was interviewed on the topic “Various Aspects of China-Pakistan 

Rela�ons as Integral to Pakistan's Foreign Policy” on 17 April 2019by PTV News, 

8. Dr. Cheema was interviewed on the topic “Current Status and Future of Pakistan-

Russia Rela�ons” on 10 October 2019, by PTV World News,

9. Dr. Cheema was interviewed on the topic “Poli�co-Strategic Dimension of Kashmir 

Crisis and Way Forward” on 14 October 2019, by PTV World News,

10. Ms. S. Sadia Kazmi was interviewed on the topic “Revoca�on of Ar�cle 370 and 

35(a) by Indian Government” on 14 October 2019by PTV World News,

11. Dr. Cheema was interviewed on the topic “Nucleariza�on of the Indian Ocean and 

its Implica�ons for Strategic Stability” on 20November 2019, by PTV World News,
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12. Ms. S. Sadia Kazmi was interviewed on the topic “Revoca�on of Ar�cle 370 and 
35(a) by Indian Government” on 14 October 2019, by PTV World News,

13. Dr. Cheema was interviewed on the topic “Nucleariza�on of the Indian Ocean and 
its Implica�ons for Strategic Stability” on 20November 2019, by PTV World News,

14. Ms. Shamsa Nawaz was interviewed on the topic “Nuclear Dynamics of South Asia” 
on 28 November 2019, by PTV World News.

 

3. SVI Researchers' Presenta�ons in Conferences

Details of SVI researchers' par�cipa�on in conferences/seminars/workshop is given 
below:

1. Mr. Younis Sarwer presented his views at a round table on “Assessment of Pre-
elec�on Scenario in India” on 5 February 2019 organized by ISSRA, NDU, 

2. Mr. Haris Bilal Malik presented his delibera�ons at brain storming session on “US' 
Indo-Pacific Strategy Report: Preparedness, Partnerships and Promo�ng a 
Networked Region” organized by ACDA on 19 July 2019,

3. Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema presented a paper and moderated a special session on 
“Ballis�c Missile Defence and Placement of Weapons in Space” at the VIII Moscow 
Conference on Interna�onal Security from 22 – 30 April 2019, Moscow, Russia,

4. Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema par�cipated in several bilateral and mul�lateral mee�ngs 
during his visit to Moscow, Russia from 22 April 2019 to 30April 2010. The details 
are as under:

a. Prof. Dr. Andrey Kortunov, (Director General, Russia Interna�onal Affairs Council - 
RIAC), Moscow on 23 April 2019,

b. Prof. Dr. V. Ya. Belokrenitsky, (Head of Pakistan Studies, Ins�tute of Oriental 
Studies–Russia Academy of Sciences), Dr. Natalia Zheleznova, Dr. Irina Serenko, Dr. 
Viladimir Kozin, Dr. Viladimir Sotnikov, Moscow, Russia on 26 April 2019,

5. Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema delivered a lecture on “Evolu�on of Indian NFU and 
Challenges for Pakistan” at School of Integrated Social Sciences, University of 
Lahore held on 29 November 2019. 
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All the events organized by the SVI received widespread media coverage as is evident 
from the links given below:
 
1.    In-house seminar �tled “Process and Structure of Non-Prolifera�on: NSG and 

CPPNM” held on 2 January 2019.

The Na�on
h�ps://na�on.com.pk/08-Jan-2019/-criteria-based-approach-to-enhance-nsg-
credibility?show=preview

2. In-house seminar �tled “Belt and Road Ini�a�ve and China-Pakistan Economic 
Corridor: Impact on Developments in South West Asia” held on 7 February 2019. 

Express Tribune
h�ps://tribune.com.pk/story/1907162/1-key-energy-infrastructure-cpec-
projects-almost-ready/

h�ps://tribune.com.pk/story/1906618/2-large-scale-cpec-projects-completed-
months/

 
The Na�on

h�ps://na�on.com.pk/09-Feb-2019/key-cpec-projects-to-be-completed-soon-
china-envoy

Business Recorder
h�ps://fp.brecorder.com/2019/02/20190209445800/

DAWN
h�ps://www.dawn.com/news/1462656

G.   Media CoverageG.   Media CoverageG.   Media Coverage
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Newswire
h�p://www.newswire.com.pk/2019/02/08/cpec-projects-to-be-completed-in-
few-months-lijian-zhao/

Official media/CPEC official website
APP

h�p://www.app.com.pk/key-infrastructure-energy-projects-nearing-comple�on-
lijian-zhao/

CPEC info
h�p://www.cpecinfo.com/news/a-number-of-large-scale-cpec-projects-will-be-
completed-soon-lijian-zhao/NjY1OQ==

3.      In-house seminar �tled “Kashmir Conflict: Human and Strategic Challenges” held on 
26 February 2019.

SABAH News
h�ps://www.sabahnews.net/?p=6124

PTV World News
h�ps://www.facebook.com/svicom/vidios/1284995744984300/

4.      In-house seminar �tled “Romanian Presidency of EUC: Mission and Priori�es of the 
Romanian Mandate” held on 7 March 2019.

DAWN
h�ps://www.dawn.com/news/1468505

Express Tribune
h�ps://tribune.com.pk/story/1925854/1-eu-open-construc�ve-pak-india-
dialogue/

 
h�ps://tribune.com.pk/story/1925766/1-eu-pakistan-finalising-strategic-
engagement-plan/

Daily Times 
h�ps://daily�mes.com.pk/363063/eu-to-do-its-bit-in-improving-rela�ons-
between-india-and-pakistan/
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5.    One day interna�onal conference on “Pakistan-Russia Strategic Rela�ons: Prospects 
for Coopera�on” held on 27March 2019.

Daily Times
h�ps://daily�mes.com.pk/370452/sec-janjua-lauds-russia-for-media�on-offer-
amid-pak-india-standoff/

Express Tribune
h�ps://tribune.com.pk/story/1938628/1-janjua-sees-tremendous-scope-pak-
russia-�es/

DAWN
h�ps://www.dawn.com/news/1472338

The Na�on
h�ps://na�on.com.pk/28-Mar-2019/russia-cooled-pak-india-stand-off-tehmina

Diploma�c News Agency
h�p://www.dnanews.com.pk/russia-maintained-balanced-policy-pak-india-
stand-off-tehmina-janjua/

Iran Daily
h�p://www.iran-daily.com/News/240680.html

PTV World News 
h�ps://www.facebook.com/svicom/videos/419107085568567/

6. Launch of Book �tled “CPEC: A Precursor to Regional Economic Growth and 
Stability” held on 17 April 2019. 

The Na�on 
h�ps://na�on.com.pk/18-Apr-2019/pakistan-china-to-define-next-cpec-phase

Daily Times
h�ps://daily�mes.com.pk/377955/china-and-pakistan-entering-new-stage-of-
cpec-coopera�on/

DAWN
h�ps://www.dawn.com/news/1476831
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Pakistan Today 
h�ps://profit.pakistantoday.com.pk/2019/04/17/cpec-to-enter-new-era-a�er-
pm-khans-visit-to-beijing-envoy/

The News
h�ps://www.thenews.com.pk/latest/459242-pm-imrans-visit-to-china-will-
invigorate-coopera�on-in-cpec-projects-yao-jing 

Times of Islamabad
h�ps://�mesofislamabad.com/18-Apr-2019/chinese-ambassador-hints-at-start-
of-next-phase-of-cpec-1-billion-grant-for-pakistan

PTV News Coverage 
h�ps://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=362272094630944

PTV World News 
h�ps://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=326596094667633

AbbTakk TV News
h�ps://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=319950392002366

FM 98
h�ps://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=2335532966725150

7.      In-house seminar on “India-Pakistan Nuclear Tests Anniversaries: Shi�s in Nuclear 
Doctrines and Deterrent Postures” held on 28 May 2019. 

SABAH News
h� ps : / / w w w. s a b a h n ews . n et /a rc h i ve s / 1 3 6 0 4 ? � c l i d = I w A R 0 T P y R I -
oQRxljPAyfiXW9cSAt_B5gO8W3-IbIWBiE5NwwBKITyyge-cs

Roznama 92
h�ps://www.roznama92news.com/efrontend/web/index.php/?sta�on_id=3&pa
ge_id=7&is_common=&xdate=2019-5-29&n=n18
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8. In-house seminar �tled “India's Quest for NSG Membership and Pakistan's Stance” 
held on 26 June 2019.

PTV World News
h�ps://www.facebook.com/svicom/videos/416056778996776/

9. In-house seminar (brainstorming session) on “Trend Impact Analysis – The Future 
of Possibili�es” in collabora�on with AGAHI, held on 2 July 2019.  

Express Tribune
h�ps://tribune.com.pk/story/2004976/1-experts-assess-future-development-
possibili�es-country/

Daily Times
h�ps://daily�mes.com.pk/422821/stronger-ins�tu�ons-needed-to-fight-future-
challenges/

Urdu Point
h�ps://www.urdupoint.com/en/pakistan/agahi-in-collabora�on-with-strategic-
vision-659686.html

Academia Magazine
h�ps://academiamag.com/brainstorming-session-by-svi-and-agahi/

10. In-house seminar on “The Current Status and Future of Pakistan-Russia Rela�ons” 
held on 10 October 2019.

 
PTV World News 

h�ps://www.facebook.com/svicom/videos/962550054085757/

11. Bimonthly seminar on “Kashmir Crisis: Poli�co-Strategic Dimensions and Way 
Forward” held on 14 October 2019. 

PTV World News 
h�ps://www.facebook.com/svicom/videos/521446025079970/
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12. In-house roundtable discussion on “Nucleariza�on of the Indian Ocean and its 
Implica�ons on Strategic Stability” held on 20 November 2019. 

PTV World News 
h�ps://www.facebook.com/svicom/videos/445092022866636/

13.   One day na�onal conference on “Nuclear Dynamics of South Asia” in collabora�on 
with University of Central Punjab Lahore, held on 28 November 2019. 

PTV World News - 1
h�ps://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=505755483364448

PTV World News - 2
h�ps://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=730298674122935

PTV World News - 3
h�ps://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=811987105904094

14. One day na�onal conference �tled “Peaceful Uses of Nuclear Technology – 
Pakistan's Achievements” held on 5 December 2019.  

DAWN
h�ps://www.dawn.com/news/1520711

Express Tribune
h�ps://tribune.com.pk/story/2112580/1-nuclear-narra�ve-must-change-
peaceful-use/?amp=1

Daily Times
h�ps://daily�mes.com.pk/514321/�me-to-shi�-nuclear-narra�ve-from-
deterrence-to-peaceful-uses-official/

Business Recorder
h�ps://www.brecorder.com/2019/12/06/550910/acdis-dg-for-using-nuclear-
technology-for-peaceful-purposes/
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Journal of Security and Strategic Analyses (JSSA) is a bi-annual premier research 
publica�on of the SVI. It primarily focuses on the contemporary issues of security and 
strategic studies with a mul�-disciplinary perspec�ve. JSSA conforms to the standard HEC 
guidelines/rules of publica�on and seeks to present high quality research papers and 
contribu�ons as per the interna�onal standard. It aspires to become a top ranking HEC 
recognized journal. The quality aspect of the JSSA is and will always be the prime concern 
in the careful selec�on of the manuscripts wherein the readers will be able to find a 
collec�on of well wri�en and academically sound research papers that have a�empted 
to methodically examine various strategic and security issues in detail.

Up �ll now the SVI has published nine issues of its bi-annual journal. The Journal can be 
accessed on the official website of the SVI at the following link: 
JSSA-link: h�ps://jssa.thesvi.org/

Links of the two issues of JSSA for the year 2019 are given below:
 
JSSA Vol. V, No. 1
h�ps://thesvi.org/jssa-vol-v-no-1/

JSSA Vol. V, No. 2
h�ps://thesvi.org/jssa-vol-v-no-2/

H)     Journal of Security andH)     Journal of Security and
        Strategic Analyses (JSSA)        Strategic Analyses (JSSA)
H)     Journal of Security and
        Strategic Analyses (JSSA)
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SVI Foresight is a monthly electronic journal. It has a mul�-disciplinary perspec�ve 
highligh�ng on the contemporary strategic and security studies. The Journal is 
envisioned to be a collec�on of policy-oriented ar�cles wri�en by its Research 
Associates, Visi�ng Faculty and professional experts. The objec�ve is to provide the 
readership with a concise all-round and real-�me policy oriented discourse on 
contemporary strategic regional and interna�onal developments, highligh�ng their 
relevance to Pakistan. 

So far 54 issues of the SVI Foresight have been published since July 2015 to December 
2019. 
SVI-Foresight link: h�p://thesvi.org/svi-foresights/

Following are the links for all the issues of SVI Foresight in the year 2019. 

SVI Foresight, Vol. V, No. 1
h�ps://thesvi.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/SVI-Foresight-Vol-5-No-1.pdf

SVI Foresight, Vol. V, No. 2
h�p://thesvi.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/SVI-Foresight-Vol5-No-2.pdf

SVI Foresight, Vol. V, No. 3
 h�p://thesvi.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/SVI-Foresight-Vol-5-No-3.pdf

SVI Foresight, Vol. V, No. 4
h�p://thesvi.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/SVI-Foresight-Vol-5-No-4.pdf

SVI Foresight, Vol. V, No. 5
h�p://thesvi.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/SVI-Foresight-Vol-5-No-5.pdf

SVI Foresight, Vol. V, No.6
h�p://thesvi.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/SVI-Foresight-Vol-5-No-6.pdf

I)     SVI ForesightI)     SVI ForesightI)     SVI Foresight
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SVI Foresight, Vol. V, No.7
h�ps://thesvi.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/SVI-Foresight-Vol-5-No-7.pdf

SVI Foresight, Vol. V, No.8
h�ps://thesvi.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/SVI-Foresight-Vol-5-No-8.pdf

SVI Foresight, Vol. V, No.9
h�ps://thesvi.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/SVI-Foresight-Vol-5-No-9.pdf

SVI Foresight, Vol. V, No.10
h�ps://thesvi.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/SVI-Foresight-Vol-5-No-10.pdf

SVI Foresight, Vol. V, No.11
h�ps://thesvi.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/SVI-Foresight-Vol-5-No-11.pdf

SVI Foresight, Vol. V, No.12
h�ps://thesvi.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/SVI-Foresight-Vol-5-No-12.pdf

https://thesvi.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/SVI-Foresight-Vol-5-No-9.pdf
https://thesvi.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/SVI-Foresight-Vol-5-No-10.pdf
https://thesvi.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/SVI-Foresight-Vol-5-No-11.pdf
https://thesvi.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/SVI-Foresight-Vol-5-No-12.pdf
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SVI Website is its most ac�ve portal that provides complete informa�on about the 
ins�tute. In order to have a broader outreach, the website has the op�on to be accessed 
in seven different languages, including Urdu, English, Chinese, Russian, French, German, 
and Arabic. It's easy to access interface, contains clickable tabs from where the data on 
various academic events organized by the SVI can be acquired freely. The website also has 
a publica�on sec�on from where public access is available to download books, Journals 
(JSSA and SVI Foresight), opinion ar�cles, reports, and proceedings of the conferences, 
seminars, in-house mee�ngs, and workshops. Anyone interested in contribu�ng their 
research work to the SVI can also find a detailed editorial policy and guidelines for 
submi�ng the research ar�cles. The website contains regular update of its events, 
informa�on, and programs. It has improved considerably in a short �me since 2013 as is 
evident from the increased web traffic. The SVI website displays research ar�cles, short 
commentaries, opinions, analyses, research reports, coverage of contemporary issues 
related to peace, development, educa�on, energy, nuclear security, non-prolifera�on, 
arms control and disarmament (AC&D), and strategic and security studies. It has a 
separate sec�on detailing the print and media coverage of all the ac�vi�es organized by 
the SVI. One can also find the Annual Reports of the SVI as an yearly output. The calendar 
available on the website provides informa�on of upcoming events scheduled for the 
year. Regular job vacancies are also adver�sed on the website. It is frequently visited by 
policy makers, researchers, experts, and students inside and outside Pakistan. Renowned 
scholars are invited to contribute research papers and op-eds / wri�ngs for publica�on in 
SVI journals and are available on the website. 

Website link: www.thesvi.org

J)     SVI WebsiteJ)     SVI WebsiteJ)     SVI Website
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Social media is mostly engaged by using mediums like the SVI Facebook page as the SVI 
interface.  It displays the most recent posts containing informa�on on the na�onal, 
regional, and global developments. SVI Facebook page also shares coverage of the SVI 
events such as conferences, seminars, and workshop programs and pictures. Photos of 
the events can also be found in a separate sec�on. Blogs, newspaper items, opinions, and 
ar�cles published on other websites are shared here in addi�on to the research material 
produced by the SVI. Since the crea�on of the SVI face book profile, its “likes” have 
increased massively. Researchers, scholars and students are the frequent visitors on the 
page. All the queries posted on the page are promptly addressed. Likewise, SVI page is 
extensively being used to send invita�on to par�cipants for the SVI events. Ever since the 
ini�a�on of SVI Facebook page, it has successfully achieved its goal of crea�ng a 
discourse on variety of issues including non-prolifera�on, arms control and 
disarmament, and peace and stability.  

SVI-FB link: www.facebook.com/svicom

K)     SVI Facebook PageK)     SVI Facebook PageK)     SVI Facebook Page
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